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Thinking, Mr. Shuiyue couldn’t help but said: “Yue Feng, stay for a while.”
Yue Feng was stunned and stopped: “Is there something wrong with Mr. Shuiyue?”
Mr. Shuiyue walked back to the hall quickly, Take out the yellow phosphorus grass that
has not been used up before: “Your body has not recovered, take these remaining
yellow phosphorus grass with you.” This person is not simple, and he has a good
relationship with him. There’s no downside to the benefits.
Yue Feng was not polite, took the yellow phosphorus grass, nodded and said, “Thank
you.”
At this moment, Bai Lin walked over quickly, her delicate face showing a bit of
complexity: “Yue Feng… You… will you come to Shuiyuewu in the future? Can we meet
again?”
Although we’ve only known each other for a day, Yue Feng can always be impressive at
a critical moment. The figure of this man has deeply moved It was imprinted deep in Bai
Lin’s heart.
“This…”
Yue Feng scratched his head and smiled slightly: “We will meet
if we have a fate.” After saying this, Yue Feng greeted Ge Zhenhong and strode away.
“Your Excellency Yue Feng.”
After walking a long way, Ge Zhenhong couldn’t help but said: “What happened in that
underground tomb, and how did you finally come out? In the past few days,
Shendiaomen has released news. Chasing you everywhere. Shendiaomen is not weak,
we just have to be careful.”
Phew!
Yue Feng took a deep breath and told the situation at the time, and at the end, his face
was full of emotion: “Fortunately there was that Kuangxi at that time, otherwise, I’m
afraid I’m still in the hands of Shendiaomen now. .”
What?

Hearing this, Ge Zhenhong was shocked and stared at Yue Feng, completely
dumbfounded. To be honest, he had already guessed that Yue Feng must be in trouble
at the time, but he did not expect the real situation to be so dangerous.
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What shocked him even more was that Yue Feng seemed to be ordinary, but he didn’t
hide it. First, he unlocked the secret lock on the treasure chest in the ancient tomb, and
then he was able to talk to Kuangxi. In the end, Kuangxi was at a critical moment. He
even risked his life to take him out of the ancient tomb. All these things are things that
ordinary people would not dare to think about.
No wonder Gu Sanniang treats him so politely, this person is indeed extraordinary.
In shock, Ge Zhenhong suddenly thought of something: “Mr. Yue Feng, you just said
that Kuangxi rescued you and brought you near Shuiyuewu when you were in a coma.
What about Kuangxi now?” He After walking the rivers and lakes for nearly ten years, I
have never seen the top ten beasts, and I am very curious at this time.
Hearing the question, Yue Feng smiled slightly and looked quietly behind him.
Um?
Ge Zhenhong realized something, and quickly turned his head to look. He was shocked,
and his legs were weak.
I saw that behind him, at an unknown time, followed by a huge beast, with a body more
than ten meters long and fifteen meters high, with eyes like copper bells, and sharp
teeth and claws.
Yes, it was Kuangxi who had been secretly protecting Yue Feng near Shuiyuewu. When
Yue Feng quietly waited for Cao Yong to take revenge, he had been communicating
with Kuangxi who was hiding in the bamboo forest.
At that time, Yue Feng had thought about it, no matter who Cao Yong brought, he would
let Kuangxi show up at that time, and keep the crap out of them. In the end, he never
thought that the person Cao Yong had brought was actually Ge Zhenhong
. Hee doesn’t need to show up anymore.
Then Yue Feng said goodbye to Shuiyuewu, and Kuangxi quietly came out and followed
behind. Yue Feng always knew that Ge Zhenhong was kept in the dark.
hiss…

A few seconds later, Ge Zhenhong regained his senses. He was so frightened at the
time that he stuttered: “This…this is the top ten beasts, mad…Kangxi?” The
voice fell, and Kuangxi let out a low roar , seems to be responding to Ge Zhenhong.
Ge Zhenhong’s heart trembled and he almost collapsed on the ground.
“Lord Beast God.” Kuangxi looked at Yue Feng with a complicated tone: “This man is so
timid, what’s the use of staying by your side? Why don’t you let me eat it and beat your
teeth.”
Kuangxi is irritable and bloodthirsty . , In the world, except for Yue Feng, he doesn’t take
anyone in his eyes at all, especially seeing Ge Zhenhong’s terrified look, he suddenly
has the heart to kill.
Feeling the fierce light and suffocating energy in Kuangxi’s eyes, Ge Zhenhong
panicked even more: “Mr. Yue Feng, it… what is it going to do?”
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Yue Feng smiled lightly: “You don’t need to panic. It’s just curious about you!”
After speaking, Yue Feng said to Kuangxi in animal language: “This person is famous in
the rivers and lakes, and he is a member of the Four Seas Gang. It’s useful to me, don’t
hit him and pay attention.”
“Yes, Lord Beast God.” Kuangxi glanced at Ge Zhenhong regretfully and restrained the
killing intent on his body.
Gudong!
Seeing that Yue Feng communicated with Kuangxi in animal language, Ge Zhenhong
was even more surprised. Mr. Yue Feng didn’t brag. It was incredible that he could
really communicate with beasts.
Who would have believed it if he hadn’t seen it with his own eyes?
Under the shock, Ge Zhenhong asked cautiously, “Mr. Yue Feng, where are we going
next? Do you want to go back to see Sanniang?”
Yue Feng thought for a while and said, “Go back in a few days, I plan to look for it
again. Find out if there are any abandoned formations in other Zongmen ruins…”
Crash…

As they were talking, they heard the sound of horses’ hooves on the road not far away,
and Yue Feng and Ge Zhenhong didn’t have time to think about it. , hurriedly and
Kuangxi hid in the woods beside him.
After a while, I saw dozens of people from the rivers and lakes, one by one, rushing
towards the west.
Not long after these people left, some others also went in that direction.
what’s the situation?
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng frowned secretly and couldn’t help but ask, “Why are there
so many people in the world all of a sudden? Is something wrong?”
Yue Feng has also been in the world for a long time. Something big is happening.
“I’m not very clear either.” Ge Zhenhong shook his head, and then he thought of
something, his eyes flashed: “By the way, it seems to be the day when the three major
sects hold the Dao Discussion Conference.” The
three major sects? On the Taoist Conference?
Hearing this, Yue Feng frowned and suddenly became interested: “What the hell is
going on? What are the three major sects?” Ge
Zhenhong
breathed a sigh of relief, and said slowly: “The three major sects are pure Yanggong,
Beihai Constellation, and Tianhaimen. A hundred years ago, these three sects sent their
disciples to explore a secret realm. It is said that the secret realm was created by the
gods, and it is extremely mysterious.”
Secret realm?
Yue Feng frowned again.
Seeing his expression, Ge Zhenhong explained patiently: “The secret realm is a special
space that needs to pass through the barrier to enter. It is similar to the underground
tomb that Mr. Yue Feng entered before, but there are some differences.”
Hearing this, Yue The wind was stunned.
At this time, Ge Zhenhong continued: “After investigating the mysterious realm of the
sky, the three sects all wanted to take it for themselves, and they fought with each other
for more than ten years. There were countless deaths and injuries among their

disciples, but in the end, no one accepted the other, and none of them took it. It’s
cheap.”
“Afterwards, the heads of the three major sects sat together to discuss, and held a Dao
discussion conference every other year. The three sects selected their disciples to
compete. Entering the Heavenly Mysterious Realm for comprehension and cultivation.
The time limit is one year, and in the second year, it will continue to be held.”
“Calculating, these three major sects have been held dozens of times so far, and these
days, they have arrived again. It’s time for the Daoism Conference.”
When he said this, Ge Zhenhong looked complicated: “Every time this time, there will be
many people in the rivers and lakes, and they will go to Amicao City to watch the game.”
Tiancao City belongs to a martial arts town. There are no ordinary people in it. People
from all walks of life live in it. There are dragons and snakes mixed there. It is the most
special area in the entire Ziwei Continent.
It’s a bit interesting…
Knowing this news, Yue Feng showed a slight smile, and then said: “For so many years,
the mysterious realm was controlled by these three sects? Other sects and Jianghu
forces never thought about it. Interfere ?”
Ge Zhenhong smiled bitterly, and said slowly: “These three sects are the oldest sects
on the entire road, and they have a profound background. When they join forces, there
is no sect or organization in the entire Ziwei Continent, and dare to challenge them.
Don’t look at the fierce fighting between them, but as soon as the mysterious realm of
the sky is involved, they will immediately unite.”
Hearing this, Yue Feng thought: “Let’s go, let’s go to Tiancao City.”
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Ge Zhenhong was stunned at first, and then said in surprise: “Mr. Yue Feng also wants
to watch the Taoist conference?”
“Haha…”
Yue Feng smiled lightly: “What Taoist conference? It’s just a ring competition, it means
nothing at all. No, I’m interested in that mysterious realm.” It
‘s been a few days since I came to Ziwei Continent, and Yue Feng can guess that the
gods mentioned here are the gods in the realm of the gods. Since this secret realm is
related to the realm of the gods, it may be able to Find your way out of here.

What?
Hearing this, Ge Zhenhong was shocked, and quickly persuaded: “Mr. Yue Feng, don’t
be impulsive, the three major sects are very powerful, even our Four Seas Gang must
avoid their edge, if you explore the mysterious realm of the sky, I will I advise you to
give up your thoughts. Or, let’s go back and discuss it with Sanniang.”
Before seeing Yue Feng, Ge Zhenhong had been scolded by Gu Sanniang, but now it’s
hard to find, Yue Feng is going to risk his life again , can Ge Zhenhong not be in a
hurry?
“You don’t have to worry about this.”
Yue Feng smiled slightly, with a relaxed expression on his face: “You just need to take
me to Tiancao City. For the rest, just follow my arrangements. Come up.”
After speaking, Yue Feng quickly climbed onto Kuangxi’s back and motioned Ge
Zhenhong to come up together.
Gudong!
Looking at the majestic Kuangxi, Ge Zhenhong was almost scared, how dare he sit on
its back? However, with Yue Feng’s encouragement, he finally climbed up cautiously.
“Roar!”
After Ge Zhenhong sat down, Yue Feng gave an order, and he heard Kuangxi let out a
roar.
……
On the other side, the continent of Kyushu.
Under Mo Yan’s instructions, Yu Du led the elites of the Sea Dragon Palace to the
mainland to prepare for the formation of the Gorefiend Sect secret organization. Soon, a
perfect plan was deployed.
Yu Du’s plan is very simple. As a mysterious person, he will hold ring competitions in
various places in Kyushu. The top 50 will be rewarded with generous rewards. When he
hears the news, people in all corners of Kyushu will be moved by the wind.
At this moment, Diyuan Continent, Beihai City.
Today’s Beihai City is very lively. At this time, a huge arena has been built in the park
square in the north of the city.

According to rumors, it was a mysterious rich man who held the arena. Because he was
obsessed with cultivation, he deliberately held this kind of ring competition. The rewards
were very generous, but the conditions were a bit harsh. Those who were required to
participate in the competition had to be at the level of Martial Saint.
Even so, there is still an endless stream of people who come to sign up.
I saw that the people in charge of the ring competition, and the people around this
order, all wore uniform dark blue clothes, and their strength was not low, so no one
dared to make trouble here.
At this time, everyone didn’t know that the arena was held by the Hailong Hall, which
was famous overseas recently, and these people wearing blue clothes were all
members of the Hailong Hall.
There are tens of thousands of people who came to Beihai to participate in the
competition today.
I saw that in the rest area of the game, there was a slender figure, which was
particularly eye-catching and could be said to be the focus of the audience.
The girl is around 20 years old, wearing a long light green dress, giving people the
feeling of being indescribably beautiful and refined, like a fairy descending to earth.
It is the princess of the sea shark clan, Hai Linger.
A few years ago, Yue Wuya and Han Bing were chasing Duan Yu in the sea. At that
time, they met Hai Linger by chance. Later, the two sides became more in love with
each other, but the situation in Kyushu was very unstable at that time, and Hai Linger
returned after a while After joining the sea shark clan, Yue Wuya also returned to
Kyushu, and finally became the new sect master of Tianmen.
However, neither side has forgotten the other. Recently, Hai Linger made a
breakthrough in her cultivation, so she decided to go out and make a breakthrough, and
the first thing that came to her mind was Yue Wuya.
At that time, Hai Linger went to Donghai City first, and after inquiring, she learned that
Tianmen and the Ouyang family were hidden. Hai Linger was very lost, and then
traveled around.
Today, I came to Beihai City, which coincided with the ring competition held in the
Hailong Palace. Hai Linger suddenly became interested. After practicing for so many
years, she had too little actual combat experience, so she wanted to participate in the
competition to verify her strength.
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At this moment, the host slowly came to the stage, looked around and smiled and said:
“Now the game starts, who will come first?”
When the voice fell, the audience was silent, and everyone who came to participate in
the game looked at each other, I don’t want to be the first to take the lead.
“I’m coming!”
However, at this moment, a crisp voice sounded, followed by a beautiful figure that flew
up, like a butterfly, and gently landed on the ring.
It was Hai Ling’er!
Whoa!
In an instant, seeing Hai Linger playing, the audience was restless, and many men’s
eyes were straight.
“It’s so beautiful, which is the young lady of the big family at this time? Or the disciple of
which sect?”
“I haven’t seen it before, but it’s really beautiful, like a fairy…”
“It’s a great honor to play against her. Ah .. “
Under the discussion, many men are excited, they see that Hai Linger’s long hair, the
exquisite facial features, especially light green long skirts, the curve is perfect, and
people can’t extricate themselves.
Speaking of which, many participants felt that Hai Linger’s strength was not low, but it
did not affect their inner madness.
Even the host’s eyes lit up, and couldn’t help but exclaim: “Oh, I didn’t expect that the
first one to appear was a beautiful woman, who wants to compete with her?”
“I…”
“I’m coming, I’m coming…” As
soon as the voice fell, many men below shouted frantically, and then scrambled to rush
to the ring, but in the end, there was no one wearing a white long shirt. The man took
the lead.
“Haha..”

Seeing that he was the first to take the stage, the man in white was very proud, and
bowed his hands at Hai Linger: “Beauty, my name is Li Dongchen, we can meet here,
and we are still fighting in the first match. It’s too fateful.”
“Wait for the end of the game, I wonder if the beauty is interested in having dinner with
me?”
When he said this, Li Dongchen’s eyes kept looking up and down on Hai Linger, and the
more he looked, the more obsessed he became. , Beautiful, so beautiful, and her body
is extremely sexy. If you can spend a good night together, it will be worth dying.
Li Dongchen’s gaze made Hai Ling’er feel uncomfortable, and immediately bit her lip
and said, “You can compare, don’t talk about these things
that have nothing to do with the game.”
Hai Ling’er’s indifference did not make Li Dongchen restrain at all, but she said with
great interest, “Don’t turn away beautiful women from thousands of miles away. As the
saying goes, meeting is fate, and I really want to be friends with beautiful women.”
“You. ..”
Hai Ling’er was annoyed, and said angrily, “Are you going to fight or not?” This man
was so annoying, he even said that he didn’t want to know him, and he kept talking.
“Hit…hit…” Li Dongchen said with a smile, thinking he had put on a very handsome
posture: “Beauty, don’t worry, I will strike lightly later.” The
voice fell, and Li Dongchen rushed up quickly. .
“Crack!”
However, when he approached Hai Linger, Li Dongchen hadn’t even released his palm
when he saw Hai Linger’s delicate body flashing, and it had already reached his left
side, and then the jade hand quickly raised and slapped him on the palm. face!
With this slap, Hai Ling’er didn’t use her internal strength, she just wanted to teach Li
Dongchen a lesson, who called him rude.
Well…
After being slapped, Li Dongchen was stunned for a moment, and then looked at Hai
Linger with a bit of astonishment: “Beauty, you are…”

Before she finished speaking, Hai Linger said coldly: “This slap hit you You are slick, not
serious, I never thought about being your friend, so don’t be delusional. If you are still
smiling, don’t blame me for being rude.” The
voice was clear and pleasant, but there was no doubt about it.
Haha….
The voice fell, and the people watching below burst into laughter and mocked Li
Dongchen.
“This kid deserves it, haha..”
“That’s right, seeing how beautiful people are, I want to get close. The toad wants to eat
swan meat.”
“This slap should make him stupid? Haha..”
The following people laughed Hearing, Li Dongchen was embarrassed and angry, and
immediately looked at Hai Ling’er: “I really don’t know how to lift up! Be careful, I’m
going to shoot.” When the words
fell, Li Dongchen’s inner strength exploded and he slapped it with a palm. .
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Seeing this palm from Li Dongchen, Hai Linger was not afraid at all, and greeted him
with a palm.
boom!
The next second, the palms of the two sides touched, and Hai Ling’er’s delicate body
was motionless, while Li Dongchen’s body trembled, and he stumbled back several
steps.
hiss!
At the same time, Li Dongchen couldn’t help taking a breath of cold air. When he held
his palms just now, he clearly felt a strange force of ice coming from Hai Ling’er’s hand.
This power of ice is very different from the Yin exercises he encountered before. It is
just a momentary time, like falling into an ice cave.
“Okay… peculiar ice power!”

Li Dongchen shivered and couldn’t help but said. At this time, his face lost the
confidence he had before, but was extremely solemn. What kind of exercises did this
woman learn? never seen?
At this time, Li Dongchen didn’t know yet that Hai Ling’er was the princess of the sea
shark clan, and her practice was also unique.
Moreover, the sea sharks have been living in seclusion overseas, and have never
interacted with people in the arena of the Kyushu mainland, not to mention Li
Dongchen, even the heads of various sects again, can’t see the truth of Hai Linger.
Seeing the shocked expression on Li Dongchen’s face, Hai Linger’s red lips parted
lightly, and she said lightly: “You are not my opponent, just admit defeat.”
Phew…
Li Dongchen took a deep breath, Hai Linger’s tone was indifferent, without humiliation,
but in his It sounds unacceptable.
You know, when he came up just now, Li Dongchen was full of self-confidence. He
planned to win the first game first, and by the way, he could get to know the beautiful
woman who thought the country was beautiful, but he never expected that the opponent
was so strong?
He had already been slapped in public just now, and it would be too embarrassing to
admit defeat now.
Thinking of this, Li Dongchen gritted his teeth and rushed up again.
Hai Ling’er shook her head, sighed, and fought fiercely with Li Dongchen again.
Huh..
Seeing this scene, everyone below was stunned, all eyes were fixed on Hai Linger, and
they saw her figure flying up and down, and her figure made many men stunned.
At the same time, the host who was standing not far away also stared at Hai Ling’er and
nodded in approval.
This woman is not only beautiful, but also has good strength. She is a member of the
Gorefiend Sect…
Thinking to herself, the host took out a small notebook from her body and quickly wrote
Hai Linger’s name.
Bang…

At this time in the ring, Hai Linger and Li Dongchen fought each other for less than ten
rounds before they found an opportunity and slapped Li Dongchen on the shoulder.
Dengdengdeng…
In an instant, Li Dongchen groaned, his face was pale, he stepped back ten steps in a
row, and finally fell to the ground, extremely weak.
Whoa!
Seeing this scene, many men around were howling, excited as if they had won the
battle themselves.
“Amazing…”
“I didn’t expect a beauty to be so powerful!”
“It’s an eye-opener.” During the
shouting, many men’s eyes converged on Hai Ling’er, and their eyes were full of
admiration.
Hai Ling’er’s face was still expressionless, and she said coldly, “Who else dares to
come up?”
“Congratulations, Miss Hailinger!” At this moment, the host also walked over quickly,
with a smile on his face: “You have passed the preliminary round, please go to Beihai
Hotel and wait, then the room card, and then we You will be notified of the next day’s
match.” As he
spoke, the host took out a room card and handed it over respectfully.
Hmm..
Hai Ling’er took the room card. At this moment, she was in an indescribably relaxed and
happy mood. I didn’t expect that the organizer was very considerate, and even the place
where the contestants lived was arranged.
Thinking to herself, Hai Ling’er smiled lightly: “Thank you.” Then she put away the room
card, and slowly left the ring under the attention of the men around her.
“Okay.” The host looked at Hai Ling’er’s back, with deep meaning in his eyes, then
looked around and smiled: “This second game, who is coming?”
……

Late at night, Beihai Hotel.
In the room, Hai Linger had just finished taking a shower and was about to get ready to
rest when she received a notice from the organizer that she had something to discuss
and asked her to meet in the office on the top floor.
Hai Linger arrived according to the time, and saw that a lot of people had come to the
office, all of them were the ones who won in the preliminary competition today.
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Chapter 4946
Not only that, the host of the daytime arena is also there.
“Haha…”
At this time, everyone was there, the host smiled, looked around and said, “It’s so late, I
asked everyone to come over so rashly, please forgive me, everyone’s performance
today is very wonderful, my family The big boss was very happy, so he specially
ordered me to treat everyone well.”
“My name is Xuan Feng, and everyone can see me, Mr. Xuan.”
Having said this, Xuan Feng clapped his hands, and immediately there were several
handsome young men. The women walked in slowly. These women were all wearing
sexy cheongsams and carrying plates. On the plates were a few bottles of fine wine and
some spirit beast inner pills.
Whoa!
At this moment, many contestants around couldn’t help exclaiming, and they were all
shocked.
“It turned out to be all the inner elixir above Wu Sheng…”
“These fine wines are also very valuable. I heard that there are hundreds of thousands
of bottles.”
“The boss who held this ring competition really has a lot of money. This is the first time
in the competition. In one day, I gave so many good things.”
Everyone present was extremely shocked, and they started talking, unable to hide their
excitement, but Hai Ling’er was sitting on the side with a delicate face, incomparably
calm. .

As the princess of the sea shark clan, Hai Ling’er is also well-informed, so naturally she
didn’t take these treasures and inner alchemy to heart. She was just a little curious.
What is the purpose of this organizer’s big book?
Just because of that mysterious big boss, simply obsessed with cultivation? But…. this
reason is obviously a bit far-fetched.
“Come on!”
Just as Hai Ling’er was thinking about it, Xuan Feng smiled slightly and ordered to
those beauties, “Give the inner pill and fine wine to all of you here.”
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Hearing the order, several beauties first distributed the inner alchemy to everyone, and
then poured wine one by one.
“Haha..”
At this time, Xuan Feng was in a good mood. He took the lead in raising the cup and
said with a smile, “You are all talented people in the arena, and it is my Xuanfeng’s fate
to get to know you. Come, I congratulate you. Everyone, in tomorrow’s game, you can
show better state and results, cheers.”
After speaking, Xuan Feng drank the wine in the cup.
At this time, everyone present was very excited. It was only the first day of the
competition, and they had obtained an inner alchemy above Wu Sheng. If they passed
the competition tomorrow, wouldn’t it be more beneficial?
The more people thought about it, the more excited they became, and they raised their
glasses to Xuan Feng.
“Mr. Xuan is really polite.”
“We also did it.”
“Did…”
In such an atmosphere, Hai Linger didn’t have the slightest doubt, she also raised her
glass and drank with her head up.
Haha….
Seeing that everyone drank the wine, Xuan Feng had a harmless smile on his face, but
there was a hint of sinister cunning in his eyes.

When these people have drunk, their mission in Beihai City will be completed.
Thinking to himself, seeing how everyone was a little drunk, Xuan Feng knew that the
time was almost ripe, and immediately smiled slightly, and took out a delicate wooden
box from the table behind.
When he opened the wooden box, there was a bead the size of an egg. The whole body
was blood red, exuding a coquettish light. In an instant, the entire office was covered
with a strange blood color.
Um?
What is this?
Seeing the blood-colored beads in Xuan Feng’s hands, everyone was secretly amazed,
and at the same time, there was some inexplicable sense of depression.
Finally, someone couldn’t help but ask: “Mr. Xuan, what are you holding in your hand?”
Shuh! The words fell, and the eyes of everyone around looked at Xuan Feng, all of them
with doubts in their eyes.
Hai Ling’er also frowned secretly, and intuitively told her that the matter in front of her
didn’t seem as simple as it seemed on the surface. This Xuan Feng, and the mysterious
big boss behind him, were not simple.
In the face of the inquiry, the corners of Xuan Feng’s mouth twitched, revealing a
mysterious smile: “Since this hero has asked, I will not hide it. Speaking of which, in
addition to being obsessed with cultivation, my boss held this arena competition. One
purpose is to create a sect. All of you here will be taken as used.”
“Don’t worry, my boss is very powerful. As long as you are willing to be loyal, there will
be benefits in the future.”
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Establish a sect?
Hearing this, whether it was Hai Ling’er or the others present, all frowned and looked at
each other.
However, most of the people present were idle people with no family and no clan, and
soon someone responded: “Since Mr. Xuan said so, I am willing to join.”
The person who spoke was full of excitement and excitement at this time, haha , It was
only the first day of the competition, and it was given to the inner alchemy of Wusheng

or above. If you join this newly established sect, wouldn’t it be beneficial? It would be
great if it could develop into the first sect in the Jianghu. I have to seize the opportunity
and hug this thigh in advance.
Someone took the lead, and everyone else was excited and nodded.
“I’m also willing..”
“This big boss is so generous, and the sect he built will definitely not be shabby. I will
join in..”
“And me!”
Seeing everyone’s expressions, Xuan Feng showed a smile, facing the eyes of the
people in front of him. The situation is very satisfactory. At this time, the first person who
decided to join was the first to walk in front of Xuan
Feng: “Mr. Xuan, my name is Ma Chen, do I need any ceremony to join? I will come
first.”
The blood-colored beads stretched out and said word by word: “It’s very simple, just
drop your blood on it and swear allegiance to the Gorefiend Sect. This is called the oath
of blood.”
Gorefiend Sect?
Hearing these three words, Ma Chen couldn’t help but murmured, is this name so evil?
But I didn’t think much about it at the time. After nodding, I took out a dagger and cut my
finger, dripping it on the blood-colored beads.
hum..
The moment the blood dripped on the beads, Ma Chen clearly felt a strange dizziness in
his mind, but that feeling was fleeting, and he didn’t care at the time, so he stepped
aside.
“Congratulations to Ma Chen for becoming the first disciple of the sect.” At
this time, Xuan Feng smiled and looked around at the others: “Who will come next?”
“I…”
“I will.”
Several people stood up and rushed over to Xiang Xuanfeng.

Later, under the arrangement of Xuan Feng, several people also dripped their own
blood on the beads one after another.
At this time, none of these people knew that what Xuan Feng was holding was not an
ordinary bead, but a blood demon bead unique to the Demon Race, which contained
Mo Yan’s demon soul power, no matter how strong anyone was. , as long as you drip
your own blood on it, you will always be under the control of Mo Yan until you die.
When Yu Du went to the mainland before, Mo Yan gave him a few blood demon beads.
Yu Du later held a ring competition, and separated these beads from Xuan Feng, the
responsible person.
And Xuan Feng, the people in charge, took the blood magic beads to control these
participating arena masters.
It can be said that the ring competition is just a cover up, the real purpose is to create
the Gorefiend Gate and collect the followers.
In less than ten minutes, more than half of the people in the office had completed the
oath of blood, and the rest of Hai Ling’er and the others were somewhat conflicted.
Especially Hai Ling’er, seeing that the atmosphere in front of her was getting worse and
worse, she immediately got up and left. She was originally the princess of the sea shark
clan, with a special status. Today, she only participated in the ring competition because
of her curiosity. With her special status, how could she join other sects?
“Miss Hai Ling’er!”
Seeing Hai Linger stand up, Xuan Feng’s eyes flashed, and a meaningful smile
appeared: “What’s the matter with you?”
“No!”
Hai Linger covered her forehead, unable to hide her tiredness: “I’m a little tired. Now, I
want to go back and rest.” This wine is so strong, I just drank a glass, and I can’t stand it
anymore.
At this time, Hai Ling’er only felt top-heavy, and her drunkenness came in waves, which
made her very uncomfortable.
Hearing the answer, Xuan Feng’s mouth twitched: “Don’t worry about taking a break,
Miss Hai Linger, don’t you want to join our Gorefiend Sect?”
“Not interested!” Hai Linger said without thinking. Immediately, he went straight out the
door.

However, before reaching the door, two disciples from the Sea Dragon Hall blocked Hai
Linger’s way.
Huh…
Hai Ling’er frowned, suddenly a little unhappy, and looked back at Xuan Feng: “What do
you mean?”
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“Haha..” Xuan Feng smiled lightly, his tone was indifferent, but there was no doubt: “The
person who is favored by our Gorefiend Sect cannot leave, I advise you to come here
obediently and swear by blood. “
Miss is not weak, as long as you are willing to join our Gorefiend Sect, I will recommend
it to the boss, and let you be called the founding elder of our Gorefiend Sect, how about
that?”
After saying this, Xuan Feng smiled and looked at the sea Linger seems polite, but
there is a chilling coldness in her eyes, like a dormant beast.
Huh…
Feeling the change in Xuan Feng’s aura, Hai Ling’er frowned secretly, and said very
displeased: “I said, I’m not interested, let your people back away.”
However, Xuan Feng chuckled, no respond.
Hai Ling’er was instantly angry, and was about to take action against the two disciples
of the Sea Dragon Palace in front of her. However, when she used her internal strength
just now, her delicate body suddenly trembled, her eyebrows were furrowed, and a
trace of pain appeared on her delicate face.
Strange…
At this moment, Hai Ling’er was secretly shocked, she was fine just now, why is she
suddenly so weak and weak, unable to exert any strength?
What made her even more panic was that the dantian in her body was suppressed by a
strange force, and her internal force could not be exerted at all.
This….this is clearly a sign of poisoning.
Haha…

Seeing her expression, Xuan Feng couldn’t help laughing, his eyes flashed with
abusiveness, and slowly said: “Miss Hai Ling’er, do you feel that your inner strength is
being suppressed?”
Hearing this , Hai Ling’er’s face changed suddenly, looking at him in surprise: “How do
you know?”
Saying that, Hai Linger suddenly realized something and looked at the wine glass next
to her: “You… you are poisoned by alcohol?”
What?
At this moment, the people who were all around were still excited. The expressions of
the others who thought they had tied their thighs changed. Not only that, but Ma Chen’s
people who had completed the blood alliance were also in shock.
what’s the situation? The new sect has just been created, isn’t that a good thing? Why
are you still drinking alcohol?
Hahaha…
Xuan Feng didn’t care about the eyes of the people around him at all, looked at Hai
Ling’er very proudly, and laughed loudly: “You’re not stupid, you deserve to be the one
that satisfies me the most in the arena today, not bad. , is the poison I put.”
“You…”
Seeing him admit it, Hai Linger was shocked and angry, and she was also extremely
shocked. What kind of poison the other party put in the wine, it was so powerful, and
she didn’t even know it at all. Did not notice.
“Give up resistance.” Xuan Feng’s smile grew thicker and he looked at Hai Ling’er
seriously and said, “It is your honor to be seen by our Gorefiend Sect. I advise you to
accept your fate.
” , Xuan Feng looked around at the others: “And you guys, when you enter this room
tonight, you only have two choices, either join our Gorefiend Sect, or die!” With the
last word, Xuan Feng’s tone was cold. , so that those who have not yet sworn blood are
trembling in their hearts.
“It’s abhorrent…”
“I thought you were an upright person, but I didn’t expect to act so sinister…”
“I want me to work for you, dream…”

At this time, hearing Xuan Feng’s words, The people around were furious one by one,
and slashed at Xuan Feng’s mouth, and then they came to do it.
However, Xuan Feng did not panic at all, and said with a sneer, “Just like this Miss Hai
Linger, you have all been poisoned after drinking the wine just now, so everyone should
be honest.” The
last word fell, and it was already Those who rushed to the front all changed their faces.
They clearly felt that their dantian was suppressed by a strange force and could not be
used at all.
Not only that, but the whole body is also soft, and it is almost unsteady to stand.
Putong putong… The
next second, before these people could react, they all turned black and fainted directly
on the ground. Their strength was not as strong as Hai Ling’er. I can’t take it anymore.
“You…”
Seeing this scene, Hai Ling’er was furious and glared at Xuan Feng: “Aren’t you afraid
of causing public anger in the arena by doing this?” Using the ring competition as a
cover, he secretly used such despicable characters. The means, forcing the contestants
to join them, this group of people is really daring.
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At this moment, Hai Ling’er still wanted to force her inner strength, but her body was
extremely poisonous, her eyes darkened, and she fainted on the ground.
Ha ha…
Seeing this scene, Xuan Feng chuckled lightly, called a few disciples of the Sea Dragon
Palace, and instructed: “Tie up all those who resist and send them to Your Excellency
Yu Du together.”
“Yes!” Listen When the order was reached, several disciples of the Sea Dragon Palace
quickly tied up Hai Linger and everyone, and then took them out.
Huh…
Seeing this situation, Ma Chen and the others, who had already completed the vow of
blood, were all terrified. This Xuan Feng turned his face when he turned his face, and
the method was so cruel that it was terrifying, who wouldn’t be afraid.
“What?”

Seeing Ma Chen’s expression, Xuan Feng was expressionless and smiled lightly: “Are
you all regretting it now? I tell you, once you have completed the oath of blood, your life
has been controlled by me. I don’t want to. Die, just obey the orders.”
After speaking, Xuan Feng slowly raised his hand and poured his inner strength into the
Blood Demon Bead.
hum!
In an instant, Ma Chen and the others only felt a splitting headache, and the taste was
simply not something ordinary people could bear.
“Forgive your life, spare your life…” The
next second, Ma Chen and others knelt down and begged for mercy, one by one
swearing allegiance: “I will do my best in the future, and swear allegiance to the Blood
Demon Sect, and dare not have two hearts.”
“Me too, Please stop…”
Seeing them all kneeling and begging for mercy, Xuan Feng showed a smug smile and
put away the blood magic bead.
…
On the other side, the Lagerstroemia Continent.
After half an hour’s journey, Yue Feng and Ge Zhenhong, riding Kuangxi, quickly
arrived at the hillside outside Amakusa City.
call!
After landing, Yue Feng stood on the hillside and looked at it from a distance, and was
immediately shocked.
I saw that the Amakusa City in front of me was very large, and its area was about to
catch up with the imperial city of the Kyushu mainland.
At the very center of Amicao City, a huge wooden high platform was built, the size of
seven or eight basketball courts. Around the high platform, a five-story viewing platform
was also built.
Obviously, this is where the three major sects hold the Dao Discussion Conference.
Yue Feng could clearly see that the people in Tiancao City were still pouring into the
arena at this time. From a distance, the mighty force was very spectacular.

“Mr. Yue Feng!”
At this time, Ge Zhenhong looked ingratiatingly and pointed to a high mountain in the
northwest of Amicao City: “The entrance to the Heavenly Mysterious Realm is on the
halfway of this mountain. Over the years, it has been occupied by the three major sects.
The disciples are strictly guarded, and it is difficult for others to pass through.”
Hu!
Hearing this, Yue Feng took a deep breath, looked at the high mountain thoughtfully,
and then said, “I have a way to get in, so don’t worry about it.” With
that, Yue Feng ordered Kuangxi behind him. : “You and Ge Zhenhong, just wait here,
remember, don’t act rashly, wait for my signal.”
On the way here, Yue Feng made a plan and found a suitable opportunity to let Kuangxi
show up and guard the The people near the entrance of the Heavenly Mysterious
Realm led away, and then Yue Feng took the opportunity to enter.
“Understood, Lord Beast God.” Kuangxi nodded his huge head in a respectful manner.
Yue Feng ordered a few more words, then set off and rushed towards the entrance of
the Heavenly Mysterious Realm.
call!
Soon he arrived at the foot of the mountain. Seeing the situation in front of him, Yue
Feng couldn’t help taking a deep breath. He saw that on the way to the middle of the
mountain, the disciples of the three major sects were deployed together. Said to be
heavily guarded.
Today is the day of the annual Dao Discussion Conference. Experts from all walks of
life will come to watch the game. In this case, the three major sects dare not slack off at
all. The number of disciples deployed near the mysterious realm of the sky is quite large
Three times more than usual.
There are quite a lot of people.
Seeing this, Yue Feng couldn’t help muttering, but he didn’t panic, but put his finger in
his mouth and blew a whistle.
“Hey!” The
whistle was clear and long, instantly attracting the attention of the disciples of the three
major sects in front.

“What’s the sound?”
“It seems that someone is whistling…”
“Someone must be taking advantage of the Dao Discussion Conference and trying to
break into the mysterious realm of the sky. They are not timid.”
For a time, the disciples of the three major sects talked, and quickly Look in the
direction of Yue Feng.
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At this time, Yue Feng was hiding behind a big tree, and there was no place to hide
around.
Roar!
Seeing that Yue Feng was about to be discovered, suddenly, there was a roar in the
sky, followed by a huge figure flapping its wings and appearing in the air.
Blood-red and intimidating eyes, sharp minions, majestic, even though the sun was
shining brightly at this time, the three sect disciples who were guarding near the
mysterious realm of the sky couldn’t help but tremble.
“Hey… what is that?”
“Ferocious beast Kuangxi? It turned out to be a fierce beast Kuangxi… God.”
“Is this one of the top ten beasts? It’s so big… I heard that a few days ago,
Shendiaomen investigated an ancient tomb in the ruins of a sect, and found a Kuangxi
in it. At that time, all the forces of Shendiaomen were unable to catch the Kuangxi and
let it run away. Could it be this one? ?”
At this moment, many people were stunned, looking up at Kuangxi hovering in midair,
their legs trembled, almost unable to stand.
Kuangxi kept circling in the air, not looking at the disciples of the three major sects, but
staring at Yue Feng hiding behind the tree, waiting for his next order.
call!
At this time, Yue Feng also took a deep breath and felt a little uneasy in his heart. It was
indeed a bit risky to let Kuangxi come out to attract attention.
But.. that’s the only way to go.

Thinking to himself, Yue Feng pointed towards Kuangxi in the direction of the Daoist
Conference. He knew that just letting Kuangxi show up was not enough to cause panic
among the three major sects.
“Roar!”
Kuangxi understood and let out a roar, his huge body directly thinking of the direction of
the ring.
Sure enough, seeing this scene, the three sect disciples who were guarding near the
Heavenly Mysterious Realm panicked.
“It’s broken, Kuangxi is heading towards the arena.”
“The Dao Discussion Conference is about to start. If Kuangxi is a fierce beast, it will
definitely cause chaos.”
“No, it must be stopped . , hurry up, try to stop it..”
Under the discussion, the disciples of the three major sects shouted and chased after
Kuangxi. Speaking of which, they felt the terrifying breath of Kuangxi, and they all
panicked in their hearts. , but the Daoism Conference is very important, and there must
be no trouble. Moreover, with the large number of people, they believe they can handle
Kuangxi.
In the blink of an eye, thousands of disciples chased Kuangxi and disappeared from
sight. The sentry on the mountain road was almost empty.
Haha…
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng showed a smile. This trick of turning the tiger away from
the mountain really worked. With a happy heart, Yue Feng walked up the mountain
quickly.
Um?
When he was about to reach the middle of the mountain, Yue Feng stopped again and
saw that there was a cave in the middle of the mountain not far away. There was light in
the cave. Obviously, this was the entrance to the mysterious realm of heaven.
Just outside the entrance, there are dozens of elite disciples of the three major sects
standing quietly.
Obviously, the quality and strength of these elite disciples are much stronger than those
of the ordinary disciples standing guard below. Even if they saw Kuangxi, they were not
too surprised, nor did they leave their posts without permission.

Mad!
For a time, Yue Feng frowned secretly, his divine power has not recovered, so many
elite disciples can’t deal with it at all.
Got it!
The next second, when he saw the woods behind him, Yue Feng’s eyes lit up, he
walked over immediately, broke a few small trees, and arranged a five-element
formation in the woods.
After the formation was arranged, Yue Feng swaggered over.
Swish!
At this moment, the elite disciples who were guarding the door suddenly focused on
Yue Feng and scolded them one after another.
“Stop!”
“Who? Don’t you know this is a forbidden place?”
“You’re not too brave…” In
the face of the reprimand, Yue Feng didn’t panic at all, and said with a smile: “Everyone
has been staying here, and you’re tired. It’s better to take a rest, and this day, the
mysterious realm is not from your three major sects. As long as you are in the rivers and
lakes, you can come in and have a look, so you all get out of the way, I want to go in
and find out, maybe your three major sects did not participate. What I realized, I
understood.”

